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Abstract
The development of complex software systems satisfying performance requirements is achiev-
able only spending careful attention to performance goals throughout the lifecycle, and especially
from its very beginning. Uni1ed modeling language (UML) is quickly becoming a standard nota-
tion for speci1cation and design of software systems. UML o,ers several diagrams for separating
concerns of di,erent system views, and this feature is helpful to derive early performance mod-
els that take into account combined data from these diagrams. In this paper, we introduce a
methodology Performance Incremental Validation in UML (PRIMA-UML) aimed at generating
a queueing network based performance model from UML diagrams that are usually available
early in the software lifecycle. PRIMA-UML is incremental in that it combines information ex-
tracted from (and annotated into) di,erent UML diagrams to piecewise build the performance
model. Besides, this is not a “black box” approach, as the methodology is open to embed in-
formation coming from other UML diagrams (possibly in late lifecycle phases) for detailing,
re1ning or domain tailoring the performance model. This work is a contribute to encompass the
performance validation task as an integrated activity within the development process of complex
systems. We apply the methodology to a quite simple example to show how e,ective it can be
to get early performance insights. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The increasing complexity of software systems makes essential that performance
aspects can be analyzed from the early phases along the entire software lifecycle. In-
deed, if unacceptable performances are discovered late in the project, it is necessary to
either abandon the system entirely or go through rede1nition, redesign and redevel-
opment phases until the system becomes acceptable. Both options are much more
expensive, in terms of development process ineDciencies, than systematically validat-
ing performance from the beginning of the project.
In the last few years the uni1ed modeling language (UML) notation [8,13,47,48] has
been adopted as a standard for software development, and it is revealing to be helpful
from the requirement speci1cation throughout the implementation.
UML recent success is mainly due to the following reasons [1]:
• It allows to embed into the model static and dynamic aspects of the software by
using di,erent diagrams, each representing a di,erent view of the software system.
Each view captures a di,erent set of concerns and aspects regarding the subject.
Therefore, it is broadly applicable to di,erent types of domains or subject areas.
• The same conceptual framework and the same notation can be used from speci1cation
through design to implementation.
• In UML, more than in classical object oriented approaches [7,9,19,37,40], the bound-
aries between analysis, design and implementation are not clearly stated. The standard
software development process in some sense disappears and a speci1c process can
be tailored to every software system under development.
• UML is not a proprietary and closed language but an open and fully extensible
language. The extensibility mechanisms and the potential for annotations of UML
allow it to be customized and tailored to particular system types, domains, and
methods=processes. It can be extended to include constructs for working within a
particular context (e.g., performance requirement validation) where even very spe-
cialized knowledge can be captured.
• It is widely supported by a broad set of tools. Various tool vendors intend to support
UML in order to facilitate its application throughout an organization. By having a set
of tools that support UML, knowledge may be more readily captured and manipulated
to meet an organization’s objectives.
Goal of this paper is introducing an UML based methodology that encompasses the per-
formance validation task as an integrated activity within the development process, and
its main contribute consists to show how to generate a performance model from early
available UML diagrams. PeRformance IncreMental vAlidation in UML (PRIMA-
UML) bases part of its strength on the lack of a 1rm software development process in
UML, because it allows to gather into a performance model information that spreads
over di,erent UML diagrams, independently of the process followed to produce them.
Its main features consist in early and incrementally building a performance model.
Diagrams that are usually available in the early software lifecycle are annotated with
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performance related data and are translated into a performance model, each of them
incrementally contributing to the 1nal result. This methodology, being a collection
of separate annotations and translation algorithms, is open to be extended to further
annotations (possibly considering diagrams and information that have not yet been
considered) that can improve the detail of the performance model and consequently
the accuracy of the performance assessment. The performance model solution gives
insights on whether critical performance requirements are ful1lled, or how possibly
re1ning the UML model to ful1ll them.
The performance validation task consists of two main steps: the model generation and
the model solution. Our target performance model, based on the Software Performance
Engineering (SPE) methodology [41], consists of two parts: a Software Model and a
Machinery Model (i.e., the hardware platform model). The combination of software
model and machinery model originates the performance model that is a parameterized
Extended Queueing Network Model (EQNM). Once the model generation step is com-
pleted, classical solution techniques based on well-known methodologies [20,24] can
be applied to solve the model. If the values obtained for the performance indices of
interest result unsatisfactory, modi1cations to the software and=or hardware design have
to be made. The model solution is based on well assessed techniques and tools that can
be easily used even by software analysts who do not have any background on perfor-
mance assessment, whereas step-by-step methodologies that allow software analysts to
automatically generate a performance model are appearing only in the last few years.
The Software Model (SM) de1nition is still mostly an “art” based on the skill of the
performance team. In this paper we do not cope with performance model solution, we
rather focus on automatically obtaining a queueing network based performance model
and how numerical results obtained from the model solution can help to choose among
di,erent design alternatives.
PRIMA-UML annotates and makes use of: the Use Case Diagram (UCD) to take
into account the operational pro1le, the Sequence Diagrams (SD) to derive an
Execution Graph (EG), and the Deployment Diagram (DD) to support the derivation
of an EQNM. They constitute a suited set of static=dynamic views and embed gen-
eral software=hardware characteristics that are useful for performance goals. 1 Software
systems with speci1c features (e.g., real-time systems, mobile code based systems)
may require information from di,erent or additional UML diagrams to be exploited
for performance goals. 2
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a short background on UML and
SPE, Section 3 gives a special attention to the “incremental” aspect of PRIMA-UML
methodology, Section 4 describes the methodology, in Section 5 the methodology is
applied to a simple information retrieval system, Section 6 introduces the major related
work on performance model generation from UML diagrams and, 1nally, in Section 7
conclusions are given.
1 We assume here to work on diagrams whose semantic consistency has been proved.
2 A classi1cation of performance oriented UML annotations is indeed a future goal along this research
line.
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2. Background
In this section, we present a short introduction to UML and to the basic concepts
of SPE.
2.1. Uni8ed Modeling Language (UML)
UML is rapidly becoming a standard notation for analysis, design and implementation
of complex software systems. We recall here only the main characteristics of the UML
diagrams involved in the PRIMA-UML methodology (for a wide overview on UML
see [8,13,47,48]).
A UCD provides a functional description of a system, its major use cases and its
external users called actors (an actor may be a system or a person). It also provides a
graphic description of how external users can expect to use the system.
SDs show a number of software components and the messages that are passed
between them in a given scenario (generally a single use case can be described by a
set of scenarios, i.e., a set of SDs). SDs provide speci1c information about the order
in which events occur and may provide information about the time required for each
event.
A DD shows the con1guration of run-time processing elements and the software
components that live on them. It is a graph of nodes (i.e., the processing elements)
connected by communication links. Nodes may contain component instances (indicating
that the component lives on the node) so it shows the mapping of components on
processing elements.
2.2. Software Performance Engineering
The systematic assessment of performance issues throughout the lifecycle is a
methodology known as SPE. SPE concepts, tools and methods have been 1rstly pre-
sented in [41]. The SPE basic concept is the separation of the SM from its Machinery
Model (MM). This distinction, on the one hand allows to separately de1ne software
and machinery models and to solve their combination, on the other hand improves the
portability of the models (i.e., the performance of a speci1c software system can be
evaluated on di,erent platforms, and the performance of a speci1c platform can be
evaluated under di,erent software systems).
SM captures essential aspects of the software behavior and is based on EG [41]. An
EG is a graph that includes several types of nodes, such as basic, cycle, conditional,
fork and join nodes. Each basic node represents a software workload component, that
is a set of instructions or procedures performing a speci1c task. It is weighted by a
demand vector that represents the resource usage of the node (i.e., the amount of each
resource required to perform the task). Edges represent transfer of control.
MM is the model of the hardware platform and is based on EQNM [24]. EQNM
are extensively applied in the literature for modeling resource contention. In order to
specify and parameterize an EQNM it is necessary to de1ne: components (i.e., service
centers), topology (i.e., connections among centers) and parameters (such as job classes,
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job routing among centers, scheduling discipline at each service center, service demand
at each service center). Components and topology are given by the system speci1cation,
while the speci1cation of parameters needs the support of information from SM.
The 1nal performance model has to be solved to obtain the values of the performance
indices of interest. The steps of the model solution are the following: processing the
EG with reduction analysis techniques to obtain software-based parameters (i.e., job
classes and routing) and mapping them onto the EQNM; solving the parameterized
EQNM with classical techniques based on analysis and=or simulation [28,41].
If the obtained results indicate that the performance objectives are met then the
development process can go on, otherwise some hardware and=or software alternatives
should be considered and the performance validation task repeated.
3. The “incremental” attribute of PRIMA-UML
As already emphasized, it is freedom of the designer to select the UML diagrams
suited to represent a hardware=software system. Being each diagram representative of
only some aspects of the system (i.e., a view), it is the speci1c application domain
(as well as the designer experience) that mostly a,ect this choice. For example, SDs
may nicely support the speci1cations of hard real-time systems, because they straight-
forwardly show the timed sequence of events. Also, modeling large scale distributed
systems could get big advantage by use of DDs, where the mapping of software com-
ponents to hardware sites is described. However, the level of modeling detail does
not directly depend on the set of diagrams adopted to describe the hardware=software
system, it rather depends on the depth of system knowledge. Besides, extracting infor-
mation from other UML diagrams would be helpful to keep into the performance model
other characteristics of the system that are not explicitly captured from the diagrams
being considered.
Generally, software designers are not prone to change their development approach
just for sake of ful1llment of non-functional requirements, like performance is. This is
mostly due to the short time to market that immediately gives priority to explicit cus-
tomer requirements (only apparently!) not a,ecting software performance. UML gives
the potential to play as the common ground among software developers and perfor-
mance analysts in the following way. On the diagrams produced at the end of (or even
during) a lifecycle phase, the performance analyst may add annotations that represent
the performance related information missing in the diagrams. Thereafter, following an
appropriate algorithm that applies to the annotated diagrams, a performance model can
be automatically generated. We therefore believe that a methodology for performance
model generation starting from UML diagrams should adapt itself to di,erent develop-
ment scenarios (in terms of diagrams available), and to di,erent performance indices
of interest. This is the reason we use the attribute “incremental” for PRIMA-UML. Far
from being a de1nitive solution to the performance model generation, PRIMA-UML
gathers (up to date) information from three di,erent UML diagrams into a queueing
network based performance model. Nevertheless, the ultimate goal of this approach
is to bring under the same framework di,erent diagrams, annotations and translation
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Step 1. Annotate the Use Case Diagram
Step 2. For each use case identify and annotate the
Sequence Diagrams corresponding to the key scenarios
Step 3. Process all the annotated SDs to obtain a meta-EG
Step 4. Tailor the meta-EG to the annotated Deployment Diagram and
generate the EG-instance
Step 5. Derive the EQNM from the annotated DD
Step 6. Assign numerical parameters to the EG-instance
Step 7. Merge the EG-instance and the EQNM in to the performance model
Step 8. Solve the performance model
Fig. 1. PRIMA-UML methodology.
algorithms, to pick up the appropriate tools from the framework and to generate a
performance model for di,erent application domains and combinations of diagrams.
For the scope of this paper PRIMA-UML makes use of the following UML diagrams:
UCDs, SDs and DDs. Therefore, a performance model can be obtained for systems
that are modeled by means of at least these diagrams. Again, even if this appears as a
limitation of the approach (i.e., the UML modeling approach is not aimed at requiring
some diagrams rather than other ones), this is only a 1rst step towards the ultimate
goal of PRIMA-UML. However, it is easy to realize that this set of diagrams represent
quite general hardware=software features, and therefore it is possible to build a suitable
queueing network based performance model for a wide class of application domains.
4. Methodological approach
In this section, we go through the procedural steps of the PRIMA-UML approach and
outline the incremental contribution given to the performance model after every step.
The basic steps to be performed in order to validate the performance with PRIMA-
UML are listed in Fig. 1. We claimed this methodology to be suitable early in the
lifecycle. In practice few of the steps in Fig. 1 require the formulation of guesses in
case there is lack of information due to the early application of the methodology (e.g.,
it is quite unrealistic the existence of a DD very early in the lifecycle, so step 4 can
be reasonably performed only on several design alternatives).
Step 1: Annotate the UCD. In Fig. 2 an annotated UCD is shown: users and arcs
are annotated with weights that lead to compute the probability that each use case
is expected to occur. Note that, early in the lifecycle, these weights come out from
designer’s guesses on the operational pro1le, whereas later they can be obtained from
actual measures.
Let us suppose to have a UCD with m types of users and n use cases. Let pu(i)
(i=1; : : : ; m) be the ith user type probability of usage of the software system (i.e.,∑m
i=1 pu(i)= 1) and let qi(j) be the probability that the ith user makes use of
the software system by executing the use case j (j=1; : : : ; n) (i.e.,
∑n
j=1 qi(j)= 1).
The probability for whatever SD corresponding to the use case j to be executed is
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Fig. 2. Generically annotated UCD.
given by
P( j)=
m∑
i=1
pu(i)qi(j): (1)
The collection of all the use case probabilities (∀j P( j)) will be used in late steps to
parameterize the performance model.
Step 2: For each use case identify and annotate the SDs corresponding to the key
scenarios. We assume to have a set of SDs for each use case, each diagram modeling
a speci1c scenario in the use case, and we illustrate in this step how to annotate them.
In Fig 3 an example of annotated SD is shown. Each axis of the SD represents
a software component, that is a part of the software system that, at this stage of
design, cannot be split into smaller components. Each component shows an independent
internal behavior and interacts with other components. From a classical object oriented
perspective each component might correspond to an object, although we adopt the term
“component” to remain as general as possible.
PRIMA-UML makes use of “timed” SD (as illustrated in Fig. 3), where the (approx-
imate) occurrence time of every interaction is annotated on the leftmost axis. Every
interaction in the SD is annotated with its name and the size of data exchanged. The
information derived from these annotations is used to estimate, in steps 4 and 6, com-
munication and computational costs of every interaction.
Therefore, each interaction in an SD can be unambiguously identi1ed by the tuple
(l(s); A1; A2; t), where l is the (possibly shortened) label of the SD interaction arrow,
s is the data size involved in the interaction, A1 is the name of the SD axis where the
arrow starts (i.e., the sending component), A2 is the name of the SD axis where the
arrow ends (i.e., the receiving component), and t is the interaction occurrence time.
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Comp-C
Time
m1(s1)t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10
t11
t12
t13
m5(s5)
m6(s6)
m2(s2)
m3(s3)
m4(s4)
Comp-A Comp-B
t0
Fig. 3. Example of annotated SD.
In the previous step probabilities have been associated to use cases, i.e., to sets of
SDs. But, given a set of SDs, not all the SDs in the same set have the same probability
to be executed. Therefore, it is now necessary to assign a probability distribution to
the SDs referring to the same use case.
Recall from Eq. (1) that we denote by P(j) the probability of executing whatever
SD referring to the use case j, for j=1; : : : ; n. Let s(j) be the number of SDs that
refer to the use case j. Let the designer be able to determine, basing on his=her ex-
perience, the frequency fj(k) (k =1; : : : ; s(j)) of execution of the kth SD with respect
to the other ones referring to the same use case (i.e.,
∑s( j)
k=1 fj(k)= 1). The ultimate
probability to run the kth SD that, in turn, refers to the jth use case, is given by
P(j)fj(k). Note that the latter quantity also represents the probability to execute what-
ever transition belonging to that SD. This information will be exploited to parameterize
the performance model as well.
At the end of this step we have identi1ed and annotated the key SDs modeling the
software system.
Step 3: Process all the annotated SDs to obtain a meta-EG. In this step an algo-
rithm that translates SDs into an EG is performed on the set of annotated SDs. 3 We
name the resulting EG as a meta-EG due to the labeling of its nodes. In practice, it
represents a labeled EG that is not tailored to any speci1c hardware platform, and an
instance of it (that we will name EG-instance) can be generated for each alternative
hardware platform. As we refer to an SPE-based performance approach, the SM has to
3 In Appendix A the algorithm pseudocode is reported and brieOy commented.
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be represented by an EG. However, in the UML domain, an Activity Diagram (AD)
would be a suitable alternative to the EG upon some syntactic extensions: (i) a demand
vector must be associated to each activity (exactly as it is for each EG node), (ii) the
existing rules for EG reduction have to be adapted to the AD.
In [30] Petriu gives a set of rules to translate SDs into an AD. We produce a
translation algorithm from SDs to EG, by adapting those rules to have an EG as
output.
The rationale behind this algorithm is that each SD contributes by a certain number
of di,erent nodes and arcs to the EG.
The translation algorithm deals with SDs that does have neither no-reply nor asyn-
chronous interactions. Namely we assume that: (i) an interaction (l′(s′); A2; A1; t′) does
ever eventually takes place after an interaction (l(s); A1; A2; t); (ii) after a given se-
quence of (one or more) interactions of (∗; A1; ∗; ∗) type, 4 the axis A1 is not involved
in any other interaction before receiving all the replies originated from the sequence.
In detail, the algorithm consists of applying rules given in Fig. 4:
(a) Base. A pair of interactions where the receiver of the 1rst interaction corresponds
to the sender of the second one (i.e., message pipelining), is trivially translated
into a pair of pipeline EG nodes.
(b) Conditional. A condition into the SD translates into an EG branching node.
(c) Loop. Assuming that a loop is explicitly representable in the SDs (see [39]), it
simply introduces a cycle node into the EG.
(d) Concurrent. A pair of interactions with a common sender originates an EG fork
node; following assumptions (i) and (ii), a join node is also introduced into the
EG after the sender axis receives all the replies.
Fig. 5 illustrates how to combine two SDs: as long as they show the same inter-
actions, the translation rules are applied to one of them; in the earliest discriminating
point, a branching node is introduced into the EG with two outgoing paths. Each path
translates the remaining part of an SD.
The EG obtained after this step includes only 1ve types of nodes: basic, branch-
ing, cycle, fork and join nodes [41]. Every basic node is labeled with the tuple
(l(s); A1; A2; t) identifying an interaction, and it corresponds to the set of operations that
are carried out by the component A1 before interacting with A2 through (l(s); A1; A2; t).
As an example, in Fig. 6 the meta-EG obtained applying the algorithm to the SD in
Fig. 3 is shown.
At the end of this step we have incrementally obtained a labeled meta-EG that
represents a 1rst version of the target SM (see Section 2.2).
Step 4: Tailor the meta-EG to the annotated DD and generate the EG-instance.
The DD is used to tailor the meta-EG to its execution environment, thus to obtain
an EG-instance. We recall that tuples labeling basic blocks of the meta-EG contain
the names of the components that interact right after the operations corresponding to
4 The symbol ∗ in place of an item indicates, here and in the following, that the item can assume whatever
value.
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Annotated Sequence Diagram Execution Graph
Time
Time
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a b c
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a b c
m1(s1)
m2(s2)
(m1(s1),a,b,t1)
(m2(s2), b,c,t3)
m1(s1)
m4(s4)
(m1(s1),a,b,t1)
(m2(s2), b,c,t2)
(m3(s3), b,c,t4)
(m4(s4), b,c,t5)
m2(s2)
m3(s3)
(a)
(b)
c1
(m1(s1),a,b,t1)
(m4(s4), b,a, t5)
(m2(s2), a,c,t2)
(m3(s3),c,a, t3)
(m5(s5),a,b, t6)
(d)
Fig. 4. Translation rules from SD to EG.
the block have been executed. We consider this as a central information to obtain a
performance model that keeps into account the overhead delays due to communications
among software components. We combine this information with the description of the
execution environment, that is the DD, in the following way.
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Annotated Sequence Diagram Execution Graph
SD i
Merge of SD i and SDj 
p-SD i p-SD j
Time
Time
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SD j
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t0
t1
t2
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t4
t5
m7(s7)
(m1(s1),a,b, t1)
a b c
m5(s5)
m1(s1)
m2(s2)
(m2(s2), b,c,t2) (m3(s3), b,c, t2)
(m5(s5), c,b, t4) (m7(s7), c,b, t5)
Fig. 5. Combination of two SDs into the EG.
An example of annotated DD for the set of components interacting in the SD of
Fig. 3, is shown in Fig. 7. The annotation represents the speed of the connecting link
among nodes of the DD (i.e., v bit=s).
Fig. 8 shows the meta-EG of Fig. 6 tailored on the execution environment described
by the DD in Fig. 7. This EG-instance is obtained by visiting the meta-EG and re-
placing, in each basic node, the pair (A1; A2) with a numeric value representing the
overhead delay due to the communication between A1 and A2. This delay depends
on the mapping of components to hardware nodes (given by the DD), on the size
of data exchanged, but it also depends on the type of communication mean used to
interact. In this case local communication cost has been considered null, while remote
communication cost is the ratio between the size of the message and the link speed.
At the end of this step a re1ned version of SM has been obtained by exploiting the
information extracted from the DD.
Step 5: Derive the EQNM from the annotated DD. Depending on the development
process, it may happen that at this stage the designer has not a clear idea (in the worst
case he=she has no ideas) about the hardware platform and the software=hardware
mapping to adopt. Rather than obtaining a very detailed performance model for a
given hardware=software system, our approach can help in this case to systematically
evaluate di,erent design alternatives. The information in the DD can also be of support
to obtain an EQNM representing an hardware platform that hosts the software system.
An e,ort is only required to build (in step 4) an annotated DD for each candidate
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init
end
(m1(s1), User, Comp-A, t1)
(m2(s2), Comp-A, Comp-B, t3)
(m3(s3), Comp-B, Comp-C, t6)
(m4(s4), Comp-C, Comp-B, t8)
(m5(s5), Comp-B, Comp-A, t10)
(m6(s6), Comp-A, User, t11)
Fig. 6. meta-EG for SD in Fig. 3.
Comp-B
Comp-A
WAN 
(v bit/sec)
node n1 node n2
Comp-C
Fig. 7. An annotated DD.
hardware platform. An EG instantiation is thereon obtained for each DD, and an early
performance prediction can be made on the e,ectiveness of each alternative.
In any case, in order to build a suitable EQNM the knowledge of the topology
of the platform and the type of nodes is not enough (i.e., the information available
in the annotated DD, as it is, does not suDce). The internal con1guration of each
node is necessary to allocate appropriate numbers and types of devices. For example,
in Fig. 7 node n1 may be equipped with an in8nite servers node (for Users) and two
CPUs, while node n2 with just one CPU. Furthermore, each device has its own ca-
pability which is necessary to assign numeric parameters to the service centers of the
EQNM. These parameters will be exploited in the solution of the performance model (in
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init
end
(m1(s1), 0, t1)
(m2(s2), 0, t3)
(m3(s3), (s3/v), t6)
(m4(s4), (s4/v), t8)
(m5(s5), 0, t10)
(m6(s6), 0, t11)
Fig. 8. EG-instance from the meta-EG of Fig. 6.
WAN WAN
CPU-A (n1) CPU-B (n1)
CPU-C (n2)
TERMINALS (n1)
Fig. 9. An example EQNM.
the 1nal step). An example of EQNM obtained from the annotated DD in Fig. 7 with-
out any additional information is shown in Fig. 9 (note that each label in the EQNM
includes the device name and the number of DD node the device is allocated on).
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Generally, we assume that the analyst performs every choice hidden in the DD (e.g.,
node parameters and internal structure). However, in cases where a deeper knowledge
of the internal con1guration and parameters of each node is available to the designer
(i.e., number, types and capabilities of internal devices), this information can be anno-
tated on the top of each node in the DD and exploited to assign the EQNM charac-
teristics, as we will show in the case study (see Section 5).
At the end of this step a 1rst version of the MM, including only information on the
execution environment, has been obtained.
Step 6: Assign numerical parameters to the EG-instance. In order to complete the
SM (see Section 2.2), in this step we label the EG-instance with probabilities on the
edges outgoing branching nodes and resource demand vectors on the basic blocks.
The probabilities of edges in an EG-instance directly derive from the probabilities
of the SDs obtained in step 2. Upon reported the probabilities of interactions in SDs to
the edges outgoing branching nodes in the EG, sometime normalizations are required
to make these probabilities summing to 1.
A resource demand vector of an EG basic block [11,28,41] contains, for each device
allocated to the node where the block is executed, the expected amount of device
(usually expressed in units that depend on the device type, e.g., assembler instructions
in case of CPUs) requested to perform the set of operations related to that block (see
step 3). This is a quite detailed information that is rarely available early in the software
lifecycle. On the other end, being early in the lifecycle also means that an EG basic
block may more likely represent a whole routine rather than 1ne grain operations. In
complete absence of information the designer, basing on his=her experience, has to give
an estimate of the resource demand vector for each block (at least upper and lower
bounds are due for asymptotic analysis). This operation can be partially supported
by the time component of the EG labels, as follows: the di,erence between the time
of a basic block and the one of its predecessor (or the maximum time among its
predecessors, if more than one) provides a guess of the time complexity of the block
and can be used as a reference for a demand vector estimate.
At the end of this step we have completely characterized the SM and we have all
the information necessary to obtain the performance model.
Step 7: Merge the EG-instance and the EQNM into the performance model. This
step consists of (i) reducing the EG-instance (through rules de1ned in [41]) in order
to get job classes and their routing, and (ii) mapping the reduced EG onto the EQNM.
At the end of this step we have obtained the performance model as an EQNM with
features of devices, job classes and routing.
Step 8: Solve the performance model. The performance model obtained in step 7 can be
solved by using well assessed techniques [20,24,41] to obtain the performance indices of
interest. Such techniques can be classi1ed as follows: exact analytic (such as convolution
method), approximate analytic (such as MVA approximate) and simulation based.
5. Case study
In this section we apply the PRIMA-UML methodology to a case study, namely a
simple Information Retrieval System (IRS).
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user   
local operations
remote operations
p
1-p
Fig. 10. UCD of IRS.
In IRS a user, through a main interface, accesses to a software system that, basically,
can perform two types of operations, that are local and remote research of data. If the
user requires a local research of an item then the system, after identi1ed such user,
accesses to a local database searching for the item requested. If a remote research is
instead required then no identi1cation is performed as no “local private” data can be
accessed, and three di,erent browsers are asked to search the item over the network.
5.1. Performance model generation
In Fig. 10 the annotated UCD for the IRS example is drawn. Only one type of user
and two use cases have been considered that correspond to the functionalities provided
by this software system. Labels p and 1 − p represent the probabilities that the user
executes, respectively, the local and the remote research functionality.
In Figs. 11 and 12 the annotated SDs corresponding, respectively, to the Local
and to the Remote use case of Fig. 10 are shown. The Local use case gives rise to
three diagrams, that describe, respectively, situations of: non-failure, user authentication
failure, non-existing item in local DB. The Remote use case gives rise to only one
diagram, because we do not consider any possible failure.
Fig. 13 shows the meta-EG obtained by applying the algorithm in step 3 (i.e., the
translation and merging rules in Figs. 4 and 5) to the SDs in Figs. 11 and 12.
In Fig. 14 two annotated DDs are proposed (namely a Centralized platform and a
Distributed platform), and the two corresponding EQNMs are shown, respectively, in
Figs. 15 and 16. Note that in the DDs additional annotations describing the internal
organization of each node have been introduced.
The internal structure of the two nodes of the Centralized platform of Fig. 14 is
assumed to be simple, and consequently is the EQNM of Fig. 15. TERMINALS(1),
CPU (1) and Disk(1) devices belong to node 1 of the corresponding DD, that hosts
Main Interface, Application and Local DB (in practice this is the node that also
hosts User, and this determines the existence of terminals). The devices CPUB1(2),
CPUB2(2) and CPUB3(2) belong to node 2 hosting the browsers, and we suppose that
each browser runs on a di,erent CPU. WAN is modeled by a simple delay.
The structure of the EQNM in Fig. 16 that corresponds to the Distributed platform
of Fig. 14 is quite di,erent. The device TERMINALS(1), CPUM (1) belong to node 1
of the corresponding DD, that hosts only Main Interface. The device CPUA(2) belongs
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Fig. 11. SD of Local use case.
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Fig. 12. SD of Remote use case.
to node 2 that only hosts Application, the device DISK(3) belongs to node 3 that hosts
Local DB. Finally CPUB1(4), CPUB2(4) and CPUB3(4) play the same role as above.
In this alternative platform, a LAN is introduced to connect three nodes of the DD.
Also the LAN is modeled by a simple delay.
In order to completely de1ne the EQNMs, basic features of the devices (such as speed
of the CPU, disk access time) and size and delay of the communications among devices
can be derived from DD additional annotations as discussed in the previous section.
We have obtained a speci1c instance of the meta-EG (namely an EG-instance) for
each DD (i.e., for each EQNM), and in Section 5.2 we will show one of them.
In Section 5.2 several examples of numerical values assigned to the net weights and
the branching point probabilities of the EG-instance will be given, as well as details
of all the numerical parameters of the EQNMs used.
5.2. Performance model solution
In this section we introduce the numerical values adopted for the EQNM and EG-
instance parameters, then we show the values of some performance indices of interest,
obtained by solving the model. 5
We consider three di,erent sets of device characteristics (namely di,erent plat-
form con1gurations) and in the following we identify each set as a “characterization”
(namely C1, C2, C3). For each characterization we suppose that the devices introduced
5 It is out of this paper scope detailing the EQNM solution, and we suppose the reader quite familiar with
classical techniques, but for basics on this topic the reader can refer to [20,24].
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Fig. 13. Meta-EG of IRS example.
in the Centralized platform of Fig. 15 are used, as they are (i.e., with the same char-
acteristics), in the Distributed platform of Fig. 16. In characterization C1 the devices
CPUA(i), CPUM (i) and DISK(i) (i=1; : : : ; 3) are quite slow, characterization C2 as-
signs a higher speed to CPUA(i) and CPUM (i) devices, and 1nally the characterization
C3 has a better performing DISK(i) device.
For sake of simplicity and uniformity, the values assigned to the service center
parameters have been expressed in terms of minimum time that can be spent into the
center (for the center x this time is denoted as Tx). For example, in the characterization
C1 the value of TCPUA and TCPUM are both 0:1ms, while the value of TDISK is 0:5ms.
Instead in the characterization C3 the value of TCPUA and TCPUM are both 0:01ms, while
the value of TDISK is 0:1 ms. We have also assigned di,erent numerical values to the
probability p in Fig. 10, to consider di,erent percentages of Local and Remote use
case executions (i.e., di,erent operational pro1les), namely p=0:2; 0:5; 0:8.
For each Ci (i=1; 2; 3) a completely parameterized EQNM, as described in
Section 2.2, has been obtained. Thereafter the mapping of the EG-instances onto
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Fig. 14. Candidate DD for IRS example.
the EQNMs determines environment based parameters, such as job classes, job service
demands at di,erent centers and job routing among the network centers. To this end,
the EG-instance of each platform (see Section 5.1) has been reduced following the
technique described in [41], so obtaining a reduced EG-instance.
In Fig. 17 the reduced EG-instance for the Distributed platform is shown. The de-
mand vector of each block has the following structure: term, CPU-M, LAN, CPU-A,
LAN, DISK-3, WAN, CPU-B1, CPU-B2, CPU-B3. For sake of readability, only the
demand vector of the block labeled auth ops (obtained from reducing all the initial
authentication operations performed by the local users 6) has been reported in Fig. 17.
6 We call local users the users executing local operations, and similarly for remote users. Of course, the
amount of local and remote users is completely determined by the value of p.
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Fig. 15. EQNM for Centralized platform of Fig. 14.
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CPU-M (1) LAN CPU-A (2) Disk (3)LAN
Fig. 16. EQNM for Distributed platform of Fig 14.
Consequently to the uniform choice for service center parameters, each value of the
demand vector represents the multiplier of the minimum time that can be spent in the
corresponding resource (e.g., the fourth value of the auth ops vector makes the block
spending 3× 0:1 ms as global time in CPUA in the characterization C1). These values
have been used as service demands at EQNM centers, whereas the job routing among
the EQNM centers has been de1ned according to the branching probabilities in the
reduced EG-instance, that in Fig. 17 have been also shown as examples. 7
7 Non-null values of the demand vector can also contribute to determine the routing over resources where
the amount of resource required by a job is consumed in several iterations (e.g., round-robin CPUs).
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Fig. 17. Reduced EG-instance for Distributed platform.
The 1nal step to the prediction of the performance indices of interest is the parame-
terized model solution and it has been carried out by use of the IBM=RESQ tool [15].
The EQNMs have been solved (by simulation) for the three Ci by varying the number
of users in the IRS and the value of p. Tables 1 and 2 show the predicted throughput
for local users using the Centralized and Distributed platforms for characterizations
C1 and C3, respectively, vs. the global number of users and the percentage of local
operations (i.e., the value of p in the Use Case Diagram of Fig. 10). The results ob-
tained for characterization C2 show an intermediate behavior, as expected, and have
not been illustrated here.
From Table 1 it is evident that in C1 both Centralized and Distributed platforms
reach a saturation point quite early: the Centralized one with 10 users, while the
Distributed one with 40 users. However we remark that, at the saturation point, the
Distributed platform should be preferred as it guarantees a higher throughput for all
the considered values of p.
Table 2 shows that in C3 the system tolerates an higher value of users before reach-
ing the saturation point: the Centralized platform holds up to 60 users, while the
Distributed one even more than 100. Also in this case, at the saturation point, the
Distributed platform guarantees a higher throughput for all the values of p.
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Table 1
Predicted throughput of local users in characterization C1
C1 Centralized Distributed
Number Value of p Value of p
of users 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.8
10 0.22 0.58 1.02 0.36 0.92 1.43
20 0.24 0.60 1.04 0.49 1.12 1.74
40 0.23 0.63 1.06 0.59 1.18 1.73
60 — — — 0.60 1.17 1.74
Table 2
Predicted throughput of local users in characterization C3
C3 Centralized Distributed
Number Value of p Value of p
of users 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.8
10 0.69 1.70 2.67 0.66 1.71 2.67
20 1.33 3.37 5.15 1.35 3.36 5.30
40 2.49 5.96 9.18 2.60 6.42 9.95
60 3.40 6.55 10.34 3.95 9.16 11.97
80 3.81 6.30 10.37 5.20 11.12 12.80
100 — — — 6.50 11.94 13.09
Table 3
Predicted throughput of remote users in characterization C1
C1 Centralized Distributed
Number Value of p Value of p
of users 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.8
10 1.19 0.80 0.36 1.88 1.22 0.51
20 1.18 0.79 0.34 2.12 1.47 0.64
40 1.19 0.78 0.33 2.12 1.53 0.64
60 — — — 2.07 1.57 0.66
Table 4
Predicted throughput of remote users in characterization C3
C3 Centralized Distributed
Number Value of p Value of p
of users 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.8
10 3.40 2.12 0.89 3.44 2.21 0.92
20 6.32 4.16 1.76 6.35 4.13 1.80
40 9.19 7.00 3.16 9.12 7.25 3.44
60 9.55 7.64 3.6 9.64 8.90 4.83
80 — 7.65 — 9.50 9.40 6.00
100 — — — 9.31 9.27 7.07
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Fig. 18. Device utilization.
Analogous considerations can be made with regard to Tables 3 and 4, where
the predicted throughput for remote users in C1 and C3 characterizations are
reported.
Basing on these results, the designer can primarily perform a choice between Central-
ized and Distributed platform, looking at the con1guration and the characterization that
better ful1lls the performance requirements. Thereafter, a 1ne tuning of the maximum
suggested number of users (i.e., the saturation point) may be achieved by compar-
ing the throughput growth to other performance indices, such as the device utilization
shown in Fig. 18.
6. Related work
In this section, we present a short survey of the existing work on performance
modeling generation mostly starting from UML based software models.
Out of any reference to UML notation, several papers present applications of SPE to
distributed object oriented systems [11,18,28,43,45] and to WEB-based systems [42,44].
Di,erent approaches to performance model generation and=or evaluation have been also
presented in [5,6,16,17]. Recently, the growing interest in software architectures has
brought to extending performance model generation to also encompass the software
architecture concept [2,4,46].
By restricting our attention to UML based models, preliminary ideas on using UML
diagrams for performance modeling have been 1rst presented in [35].
In [34] SDs are considered and a simulation tool prototype (based on them) is
presented. The resulting simulation consists of an animated SD as a trace of events.
The main drawback of this approach is the lack of e,ectiveness on complex systems.
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A similar approach is presented in [3] where a simulation framework, SimML, is
used to generate simulation programs from Class and SDs along with some random
and statistics information. To support the approach feasibility a tool has been built
to perform automatically the transformation from UML diagram to simulation
programs.
In [22,23] it has been proposed the use of a Collaboration Diagram with State
Diagrams of all possible objects embedded within them. All possible behaviors of the
system are captured. Starting from this combined diagram a Generalized Stochastic Petri
Net model is generated. State Diagrams are translated into Stochastic Petri Nets and the
Petri Net representing the whole system is obtained by merging the di,erent models
with the support of a Collaboration Diagram. The direct generation of a continuous
time Markov chain starting from Collaboration and State Diagrams is also investigated
in [23] through a simple example.
In [25,26] an extension of the UML notation to performance annotations (pa-UML)
has been proposed. The problem domain is modeled using pa-UML diagrams, namely
SDs and State Transition Diagrams with annotation for probabilities and message size.
A set of transformation rules is then given to obtain Generalized Stochastic Petri nets
from pa-UML diagrams. Performance indices are derived from classical analysis
techniques.
A framework that allows UML diagrams to be used for building performance models
is presented in [21]. Performance modeling is carried out basing on a precise textual
notation, called Performance Modeling Language, that represents the UML character-
istics relevant to performance models. These UML based performance models are then
transformed into stochastic queueing networks with simultaneous resource possession.
Resource (queues) are derived from Class Diagram, workload from Collaboration Di-
agram and service demands are partially derived from triggering properties of Class
Diagram. The framework provides an algorithm for performance model solution based
on classical analytical techniques, such as MVA, and therefore inherits all the limitation
due to this kind of model solution [20].
A di,erent type of performance annotation on UML diagrams is carried out in [14].
In this paper the component interconnection patterns of client=server systems are inves-
tigated (to derive performance information) by use of Class diagram and Collaboration
Diagrams. These UML diagrams are annotated using an XML-type notation with pa-
rameters related to workload (load deployed on the system resources, e.g., arrival rates)
and service demand (amount of resources used, on the average, by each type of re-
quest). A queueing model is then derived and analyzed to obtain the performance
indices of interest.
The derivation of performance models, based on Layered Queueing Networks (LQN),
using graph transformation is presented in [30–32]. Speci1cally, the LQN model struc-
ture is derived from the software architecture description based both on informal de-
scription [32] and on UML Collaboration diagrams [30,31]. The generation of LQN
model parameters is dealt with in [30], where Activity Diagrams are generated (by
graph transformation) from Sequence Diagrams.
A formal approach is considered in [33], where the translation of UML diagrams
into Process Algebras models is introduced.
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Following the analogies between UML and other languages, in [10,29] ISO=RM-
ODP [36] speci1cations have been modeled by UML. Hence, for sake of performance
assessment it would be possible, for example, to exploit the information included in
RM-ODP computational view (de1nition of a number of computational object types, or
units of distribution, together with their interfaces) and engineering view (the design
of distribution oriented aspects, i.e., the infrastructure required to support distribution)
in order to appropriately de1ne and annotate a DD.
Finally, we remark that this paper represents the current “state-of-art” of our work
and existing literature on our approach essentially consists in [11,12,27]. We invite
the interested readers to refer to [38,39] with regard to the e,ort that the Object
Management Group [47] is spending to extend the UML syntax to performance related
items.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the PRIMA-UML methodology that, starting from
UML diagrams, produces a queueing network based performance model. Algorithms
have been given to annotate the UML diagrams and successively extract and integrate
(into the performance model) the relevant performance data. The methodology, as it is
today, makes use of information contained in UCD, SD and DD.
We consider PRIMA-UML as an incremental methodology due to the piecewise
generation of the performance model. We have limited the amount of information
used to three types of diagrams, but speci1c application domains as well as additional
information required may lead to change=extend the set of diagrams the methodology
considers.
However, note that the performance validation obtained with the current approach,
although it cannot be accurate under all the aspects (it neglects, for example, synchro-
nization e,ects or even details capturing the real complexity of component interactions),
gives early non-trivial insights to the designer. In the case study it has been shown,
for example, how it is possible to evaluate among di,erent mapping solutions at such
an early stage of the lifecycle.
Short-term future work can be made to build tailored performance model for special
class of applications that need UML diagrams not considered here. Besides, the option
to derive di,erent types of performance models (i.e., not SPE based) should be also
considered. In a medium-term perspective it appears to be worth to integrate under
the same framework the validation of di,erent non-functional requirements (other than
performance), such as the reliability.
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Sequence Diagrams to Execution Graph:
1 place into EG the INIT node
2 place a pending arrow after INIT
3 for all SD’s do
4 do
5 consider next interaction (l(s); A1; A2; t)
6 Translation Operations
7 while there is another interaction
8 if (pending arrow) then link it to INIT
Fig. 19. Algorithm for derivation of meta-EG from SDs.
Translation Operations:
1 Case 1: Interaction (l(s); A1; A2; t) already translated
2 if (pending arrow) then
3 link it to (l(s); A1; A2; t)
4 if (a cycle not including INIT has been generated) then
5 place into EG a cycle node
6 else skip
7 Case 2: Interaction (l(s); A1; A2; t) never translated
8 subcase 2.1: (l(s); A1; A2; t) is a single interaction
9 if (pending arrow) then
10 place a new (l(s); A1; A2; t) node into EG after the pending arrow
11 else
12 place a branching node into EG after the last visited node, if any, or after INIT
13 place the already existing path on one branch
14 place a new (l(s); A1; A2; t) node on the other branch
15 place a pending arrow after (l(s); A1; A2; t)
16 subcase 2.2: (l(s); A1; A2; t) is a multiple interaction (∗; A1; ∗; ∗) with cardinality c
17 if (pending arrow) then
18 place a fork node with multiplicity c into EG after the pending arrow
19 else
20 place a branching node into EG after the last visited node, if any, or after INIT
21 place the already existing path on one branch
22 place a fork node with multiplicity c on the other branch
23 – follow and translate, one at a time, all the c threads starting from (∗; A1; ∗; ∗) –
24 place a join node into EG after all the c threads translated
25 place a pending arrow after the join node
26 resume translation from the 1rst interaction after the multiple interaction
Fig. 20. Translation Operations subroutine.
Appendix A. SDs to EG algorithm pseudocode
In Fig. 19 it is shown that the skeleton of the algorithm processes all the SDs and
for each SD builds the part of the EG that the former contributes to. The complete
EG is thereon incrementally obtained.
We focus now on the steps of the algorithm that translate a single interaction, that is
row 6 of Fig. 19 that corresponds to the Translation Operations subroutine in Fig. 20.
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Rows 1–6 of Fig. 20 (i.e., Case 1) deal with interactions that had already been
passed through (and translated) in either the current or in a formerly considered SD.
Rows 3 through 5 are executed when such an interaction is 1rstly encountered (i.e.,
after translated several “new” interactions), because this is one case where a pending
arrow must be connected to the right EG node.
Rows 7–26 (i.e., Case 2) deal with new interactions that have never been translated.
We consider two subcases: single and multiple interaction. We do not cope with no-
reply and asynchronous SD interactions (see Section 4). Nevertheless, we have to face
the situation where a component, let us say A1, originates more than one interaction
with other components (either at the same time or in a time interval with no other A1
interaction occurring in it), and does not have any further interaction while waiting for
the replies from the latter ones. This is what we call multiple (synchronous) interaction,
and its cardinality c is given by the number of interactions with other components. In
the other subcase that we consider a (l(s); A1; A2; t) interaction is immediately followed
by a (l′(s′); A2; ∗; ∗) one. (l(s); A1; A2; t) is what we call a single interaction. Note that
rows 9–14 and 17–22 are very similar. They only di,er because in the single interaction
subcase a new basic node is generated, while in the multiple interaction subcase a fork
node has to be placed before considering the sequence of c outgoing interactions.
The multiplicity of the fork node determines the number of pending arrows associated
to it and it is obviously equal to the cardinality of the multiple interaction (i.e., the
number of di,erent threads originated by this interaction). After that, while row 15
(subcase 2.1) only places a pending arrow, row 23 through 26 (subcase 2.2) manage
the concurrent threads originated by the multiple interaction. In particular, row 23 is
not a single step, it represents a set of recursive calls to Translation Operations. In
other words, once a fork node has been placed, the threads originated by the multiple
interaction have to be, in turn, passed through and translated into EG nodes (following
the Translation Operations steps themselves). In row 24 all the c pending arrows at
the end of the translated paths come together into a join node.
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